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Abstract

When considering the delegation of managerial autonomy, executives assess their perceived credit-claiming opportunities against potential blame attribution’s costs, and these perceptions’ balance may shift under crisis. Meanwhile, the literature has explored delegation decision-making in contexts where delegators hold certain control powers over delegates, but not where such controls are absent. Amid one of the largest migrant crises worldwide, Ricardo A. Bello-Gomez (Texas Tech University) and I conducted a survey-experiment with 238 sitting Colombian mayors. We explore issue visibility, salience of decision beneficiaries, and policy stage (formulation vs. implementation) as drivers of mayors’ preferences for delegating to upper levels of government. Results reveal that mayors are less likely to delegate project implementation to the national government when presented with a more visible project. Neither visibility nor beneficiaries’ salience affects mayoral preferences for project formulation on its own. However, mayors are less likely to delegate both formulation and implementation when beneficiaries are more salient to their constituents.
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